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It is the flagship brand of the Volkswagen Group , the largest automaker by worldwide sales in
and The German term Volk translates to "people", thus Volkswagen translates to "people's car".
Only one German out of 50 owned a car. Josef Ganz developed the Standard Superior going as
far as advertising it as the "German Volkswagen". Ferdinand Porsche , a well-known designer
for high-end vehicles and race cars, had been trying for years to get a manufacturer interested
in a small car suitable for a family. He built a car named the "Volksauto" from the ground up in ,
using many popular ideas and several of his own, putting together a car with an air-cooled rear
engine , torsion bar suspension , and a "beetle" shape, the front hood rounded for better
aerodynamics necessary as it had a small engine. He wanted all German citizens to have access
to cars. It soon became apparent that private industry could not turn out a car for only RM.
Thus, Hitler chose to sponsor an all-new, state-owned factory using Ferdinand Porsche's
design with some of Hitler's design constraints, including an air-cooled engine so nothing could
freeze. The car already had its distinctive round shape and air-cooled , flat-four , rear-mounted
engine. The VW car was just one of many KdF programs, which included things such as tours
and outings. More than a year later, on 16 September , it was renamed to Volkswagenwerk
GmbH. Erwin Komenda , the longstanding Auto Union chief designer, part of Ferdinand
Porsche's hand-picked team, [7] developed the car body of the prototype, which was
recognizably the Beetle known today. It was one of the first cars designed with the aid of a wind
tunnel â€”a method used for German aircraft design since the early s. The car designs were put
through rigorous tests and achieved a record-breaking million miles of testing before being
deemed finished. The construction of the new factory started in May in the new town of "Stadt
des KdF-Wagens" modern-day Wolfsburg , which had been purpose-built for the factory
workers. None were actually delivered to any holder of the completed saving stamp books,
though one Type 1 Cabriolet was presented to Hitler on 20 April his 55th birthday. One of the
first foreigners to drive a Volkswagen was the American war correspondent Ernie Pyle , who
had the use of a captured Volkswagen for a few days after the Allied victory in Tunisia in May
The company would admit in that it used 15, slaves during the war effort. A lawsuit was filed in
by survivors for restitution for the forced labor. In April , KdF-Stadt and its heavily bombed
factory were captured by the Americans and subsequently handed over to the British, within
whose occupation zone the town and factory fell. The factories were placed under the control of
Saddleworth -born Hirst, by then a civilian Military Governor with the occupying forces. At first,
one plan was to use it for military vehicle maintenance, and possibly dismantle and ship it to
Britain. Since it had been used for military production, though not of KdF-Wagens and had been
in Hirst's words, a "political animal" rather than a commercial enterprise [ citation needed ] â€”
technically making it liable for destruction under the terms of the Potsdam Agreement â€” the
equipment could have been salvaged as war reparations. One of the factory's wartime
'KdF-Wagen' cars had been taken to the factory for repairs and abandoned there. Hirst had it
repainted green and demonstrated it to British Army headquarters. Short of light transport, in
September the British Army was persuaded to place a vital order for 20, cars. However,
production facilities had been massively disrupted, there was a refugee crisis at and around the
factory, and some parts such as carburettors were unavailable. With striking humanity and
great engineering and management ingenuity, Hirst and his German assistant Heinrich Nordhoff
who went on to run the Wolfsburg facility after the military government ended in helped to
stabilize the acute social situation while simultaneously re-establishing production. Hirst, for
example, used his fine engineering experience to arrange the manufacture of carburettors, the
original producers being effectively 'lost' in the Soviet zone. Some British Service personnel
were allowed to take their Beetles back to the United Kingdom when they were demobilised. In ,
Hirst explained how it was commonly misunderstood that he had run Wolfsburg as a British
Army major. The defeated German staff, he said, were initially sullen and unresponsive, having
been conditioned by many years of Nazism and they were sometimes unresponsive to orders.
At Nordhoff's suggestion, he sent back to England for his officer's uniform and from then on,
had no difficulty in having his instructions followed. Hirst can be seen photographed at
Wolfsburg in his uniform, although he was not actually a soldier at the time but a civilian
member of the military government. The title of 'Major' was sometimes used by someone who
had left the Army as a courtesy, but Hirst chose not to use the title. The post-war industrial
plans for Germany set out rules that governed which industries Germany was allowed to retain.
Owing to roof and window damage, production had to stop when it rained, and the company
had to barter new vehicles for steel for production. The car and its town changed their Second
World War-era names to "Volkswagen" and " Wolfsburg " respectively, and production
increased. It was still unclear what was to become of the factory. It was offered to
representatives from the American, Australian, British, and French motor industries. Famously,
all rejected it. After an inspection of the plant, Sir William Rootes , head of the British Rootes

Group , told Hirst the project would fail within two years, and that the car " If you think you're
going to build cars in this place, you're a bloody fool, young man. Ford representatives were
equally critical. In March , the British offered the Volkswagen company to Ford, free of charge.
Heinz Nordhoff was also present, as well as Ernest Breech, chairman of the board for Ford.
Ford, I don't think what we're being offered here is worth a damn! From , Volkswagen became
an important element, symbolically and economically, of West German regeneration. In , Major
Hirst left the companyâ€”now re-formed as a trust controlled by the West German government
and government of the State of Lower Saxony. The "Beetle" sedan or "peoples' car"
Volkswagen is the Type 1. Apart from the introduction of the Volkswagen Type 2 commercial
vehicle van, pick-up, and camper , and the VW Karmann Ghia sports car, Nordhoff pursued the
one-model policy until shortly before his death in Volkswagens were first exhibited and sold in
the United States in but sold only two units in America that first year. On entry to the U.
Volkswagen of America was formed in April to standardize sales and service in the United
States. Production of the Type 1 Volkswagen Beetle increased dramatically over the years, the
total reaching one million in Canadian Motors, Limited brought in Canada's first shipment of
Volkswagens on 10 July shipping order [ citation needed ]. The order consisted of 12 vehicles, 3
model 11C, a black, green, and sand colour 3 11GS, a chestnut brown and two azure blue, 2
24A-M51 in red, 1 21A in blue, 1 23A in blue, 1 22A beige color, and one ambulance [ citation
needed ]. Volkswagens were seen in Canada for the first time at the Canadian National
Exhibition in August and were accepted enthusiastically. At least one Type 2 bus from this
order still exists, and is currently in France undergoing restoration [ citation needed ]. The first
shipment for Volkswagen Canada reached Toronto in early December At least one Type 1 from
this first shipment still exists, and was driven on a nationwide tour for Volkswagen Canada's
60th year of business festivities in [ citation needed ]. In , mass arrests occurred and some VW
employees were tortured. In , activists and former VW employees in Brazil spoke out in public
accused the company's silence about the persecution of its workers. In fall , VW commissioned
an expert review of the situation due end of Sales soared throughout the s, peaking at the end
of the decade thanks in part to the famous advertising campaigns by New York advertising
agency Doyle, Dane Bernbach. Although the car was becoming outdated, during the s and early
s, American exports, innovative advertising, and a growing reputation for reliability helped
production figures surpass the levels of the previous record-holder, the Ford Model T. On 17
February , the 15,,th Beetle was sold. Volkswagen could now claim the world production record
for the most-produced, single make of car in history. By , total production was over 16 million.
To commemorate its passing the Ford Model T's record sales mark and its victories in the Baja
Mexican races from to , Volkswagen produced its first limited-edition Beetle. Dealer-installed
options for this limited-edition Superbeetle included the following: white stripes running the
length of the rocker-panel, a special shifter knob, bumper overriders, tapered exhaust tips, fake
walnut inserts in the dashboard behind the steering wheel and the glovebox cover as well as
Bosch fog lights mounted on the front bumper. By , the Type 1 came with a engine. By the Type
1 had a engine, and in The air-cooled engine lost favor in the United States market with the
advent of non-leaded gasoline and smog controls. These air-cooled engines were commonly
tuned to be fuel-rich in order to control engine over-heating, and this led to excessive carbon
monoxide emissions. VW production equipment was eventually moved to Mexico where vehicle
emissions were not regulated. Beetles were popular on the USA West Coast where the
limited-capacity cabin heating was less inconvenient. VW expanded its product line in with the
introduction of four Type 3 models Karmann Ghia, Notchback, Fastback, and Variant based on
the new Type 3 mechanical underpinnings. The name 'Squareback' was used in the United
States for the Variant. In the larger Type 4 and models were introduced. The former company
owned the historic Audi brand, which had disappeared after the Second World War. The
purchase of Auto Union and NSU was a pivotal point in Volkswagen's history, as both
companies yielded the technological expertise that proved necessary for VW to survive when
demand for its air-cooled models went into decline. Volkswagen added a "Super Beetle" [28] the
Type to its lineup in The Type differed from the standard Beetle in its use of a MacPherson strut
front suspension instead of the usual torsion bars. The Super Beetle featured a new hooded,
padded dash and curved windshield from model year on up. Rack and pinion steering replaced
recirculating ball steering gears in the model year and up. In , Volkswagen introduced the
military-themed Type , or "Trekker" in Europe, "Thing" in America, recalling the wartime Type
The U. Thing version only sold for two years, and By late , Volkswagen had decided to cancel
the nearly finished typ , a project for a mid-engined car to replace the Beetle, and to focus on
front-wheel-drive, water-cooled cars. Rudolf Leiding , recently made head of Volkswagen, cited
noise, heat, and servicing problems with the mid-engine layout, as well as the difficulty of
making it a station wagon. Volkswagen was in serious trouble by Beetle sales had started to

decline rapidly in European and North American markets. The company knew that Beetle
production had to end, but faced a conundrum of how to replace it. Its expertise in front-wheel
drive , and water-cooled engines would help Volkswagen produce a credible Beetle successor.
Audi influences paved the way for this new generation of Volkswagens: the Passat, Scirocco,
Golf, and Polo. First in the series was the Volkswagen Passat Dasher in the US , introduced in ,
a fastback version of the Audi 80 , using many identical body and mechanical parts. In spring ,
the Scirocco followed. The coupe was designed by Giorgetto Giugiaro. Based on the platform of
the not yet released Golf , it was built at Karmann due to capacity constraints at Volkswagen.
The pivotal model emerged as the Volkswagen Golf in , marketed in the United States and
Canada as the Rabbit for the 1st generation â€” and 5th generation â€” Its angular styling was
designed by the Italian Giorgetto Giugiaro. Beetle production at Wolfsburg ended upon the
Golf's introduction. It continued in smaller numbers at other German factories Hanover and
Emden until , but mainstream production shifted to Brazil and Mexico. In , the Volkswagen Polo
followed. It was a re-badged Audi 50 , which was soon discontinued in The Polo became the
base of the Volkswagen Derby , which was introduced in The Derby was for all intents and
purposes a three-box design of the Polo. Passat, Scirocco, Golf, and Polo shared many
character-defining features, as well as parts and engines. They built the basis for Volkswagen's
turn-around. While Volkswagen's range of cars soon became similar to that of other large
European automakers, the Golf has been the mainstay of the Volkswagen line-up since its
introduction, [ when? There have been eight generations of the Volkswagen Golf , the first of
which was produced from the summer of until the autumn of sold as the Rabbit in the United
States and Canada and as the Caribe in Latin America. It would be produced in the United
States as the Rabbit until the spring of The production numbers of the first-generation Golf has
continued to grow annually in South Africa as the Citi Golf , with only minor modifications to the
interior, engine and chassis, using tooling relocated from the New Stanton, Pennsylvania plant
when that site began to build the Second Generation car. In the s, Volkswagen's sales in the
United States and Canada fell dramatically, despite the success of models like the Golf
elsewhere. Sales in the United States were , in , but by they were down to , Power buyer
satisfaction ratings to eighth place in , up from 22nd a year earlier. Chairman Carl Hahn decided
to expand the company elsewhere mostly in developing countries , and the New Stanton,
Pennsylvania factory closed on 14 July Volkswagen entered the supermini market in with the
Volkswagen Polo , a stylish and spacious three-door hatchback designed by Bertone. It was a
strong seller in West Germany and most of the rest of Western Europe, being one of the first
foreign small cars to prove popular in Britain. It had started out in as the Audi 50 , which was
only available in certain markets and was less popular. The Polo entered a market sector
already being dominated by the Fiat and Renault 5 , and which before long would also include
the Austin Metro and Ford Fiesta. In , the second-generation Polo launched as a hatchback
resembling a small estate car. In the range was expanded, with the introduction of a Coupe
similar to a conventional hatchback , and the Classic a 2-door saloon. It continued to sell well
after a makeover in , finally being replaced by an all-new version in In the MK2 Golf was
launched. At the beginning of , the third generation Passat was the next major car launch and
Volkswagen did not produce a hatchback version of this Passat, despite the rising popularity of
the hatchback body style throughout Europe. In , Volkswagen unveiled the J Mays -designed
Concept One , a "retro"-themed concept car with a resemblance to the original Beetle, based on
the platform of the Polo. Due to a positive response to the concept, a production version was
developed as the New Beetle , based on the Golf's larger platform. Other main models during
the decade include the Polo , a smaller car than the Golf, and the larger Passat for the segment
above the Golf. In the company launched the new Lupo city car. The GTI, a " hot hatch "
performance version of the Golf, boasts a 2. VW began marketing the Golf under the Rabbit
name once again in the U. The sixth-generation Passat and the fifth-generation Jetta both
debuted in , and Volkswagen announced plans to expand its lineup further by bringing back the
Scirocco by Volkswagen in maintained North American sales of , The momentum continued for
fiscal , as Volkswagen's North American sales for the year were , vehicles, a 4. In conjunction
with the introduction of new models, the production location of Volkswagen vehicles also
underwent a great change. The Eos , a hardtop convertible, is produced in a new facility in
Portugal. Volkswagen is also in the process of reconfiguring an automotive assembly plant in
Belgium. The new models and investments in manufacturing improvements were immediately
noticed by automotive critics. Volkswagen partnered with Daimler AG and other companies to
market the BlueTec clean diesel technology on cars and trucks from Mercedes-Benz,
Volkswagen, and other companies and brands. According to the United States Environmental
Protection Agency, four of the ten most fuel-efficient vehicles available for sale in the United
States are powered by Volkswagen diesel engines. Volkswagen long resisted adding a SUV to

its lineup, but relented with the introduction of the Touareg , made in partnership with Porsche,
while they worked on the Porsche Cayenne and later the Audi Q7. Though acclaimed as a fine
handling vehicle, the Touareg has been a modest seller at best, and it has been criticised by
auto reviewers for its absence of a third-row seat, the relatively poor fuel economy, and the high
vehicle mass. Volkswagen set plans to add a compact SUV with styling influences from the
"Concept A" concept vehicle introduced at the Geneva Auto Show , and on 20 July ,
Volkswagen announced that the new vehicle called the Tiguan. Since the discontinuation of the
T4 in and the decision not to export the T5 to the United States, Volkswagen, coincidentally,
lacked a van for its North American lineup. To remedy this, Volkswagen launched the
Volkswagen Routan , a badge-engineered Dodge Grand Caravan made for the American and
Canadian markets, in Volkswagen's introduction of such models is seen as a test of the market
for a subcompact and, if successful, may be the beginnings of a thriving subcompact market for
Volkswagen. The VW XL1 began a limited production run in The Volkswagen Atlas , a large
crossover SUV , began production in late , and aimed to help end several years of losses for
Volkswagen in the United States, the world's second-largest auto market. In , Volkswagen
announced plans to place a considerable focus on electric vehicles EV , with a goal to, by ,
launch at least 30 EV models, and have 20 to 25 percent of their total yearly sales volume million
consist of EVs. Volkswagen returned to motorsport in by unveiling its all-electric I. In September
, Volkswagen announced that it would discontinue production of the Beetle A5 in In February ,
Volkswagen announced that it would launch an entry-level Jetta sub-brand in China aimed at
young buyers. In September at the Frankfurt Motor Show , Volkswagen officially unveiled a
refreshed logo a thinner, two-dimensional version of the previous logo and new sonic branding
, which will accompany the newly launched ID. Volkswagen stated that the ID. In September ,
Volkswagen also announced a program to allow old Beetle models to be converted to run on
electric power. The electric motor and battery updates will be done in partnership with German
company eClassics. In January , Volkswagen announced that its sales in dropped by 9.
Volkswagen Group's global headquarters are located in Volkswagen's historic home of
Wolfsburg , Germany. Volkswagen Group, as a unit, is Europe's largest automaker, with over
employees and over dealerships. In , Volkswagen posted record sales of 6. Volkswagen has
factories in many parts of the world, manufacturing or assembling vehicles for local markets. In
, Volkswagen was named in the top 25 largest companies in the world by the Forbes Global In
January , Volkswagen announced launching a new factory in Algeria during a summit between
Angela Merkel and Algerian prime minister Abdelmalek Sellal. Volkswagen agreed in December
to implement a rule passed by the company's works council aimed at improving workâ€”life
balance and avoiding burnout by restricting company email functionality on the firm's
BlackBerry smartphones to working periods and the half-hour before and after working periods.
About 1, of Volkswagen's more than , employees in Germany were affected by the email
restriction. Volkswagen has always had a close relationship with Porsche , the Zuffenhausen
-based sports car manufacturer founded in by Ferdinand Porsche , the original Volkswagen
designer and Volkswagen company co-founder, hired by Adolf Hitler for the project. The first
Porsche car, the Porsche 64 of , used many components from the Volkswagen Beetle. The
Porsche continued using many Volkswagen components, including a tuned engine, gearbox
and suspension. The two companies continued their collaboration in to make the VW-Porsche
and Porsche The had a 6-cylinder Porsche engine, and the standard had a Volkswagen engine.
Volkswagen and Porsche would collaborate again in on the Porsche -E the USA only and the
Porsche , which used many Audi components and was built at Audi's Neckarsulm facilities. The
was originally designated for AUDI. Most Porsche models were built there, although they used
far fewer VW components. In July , Porsche increased their ownership again to Porsche
formally announced in a press statement that it did not intend to take over Volkswagen, but
intended the move to avoid a competitor's taking a large stake and to stop hedge funds from
dismantling VW. The court also prevented the government from appointing Volkswagen board
members. On 26 October , Porsche revealed its plan to assume control of VW. As of that day, it
held Combined with the state of Lower Saxony's On 13 August, Volkswagen
Aktiengesellschaft's Supervisory Board signed the agreement to create an integrated
automotive group with Porsche led by Volkswagen. The initial decision was for Volkswagen to
take a In January , Volkswagen was overtaken by Tesla, Inc. Since , Volkswagen has run the
Volkswagen AutoMuseum in Wolfsburg, a museum dedicated specifically to the history of
Volkswagen. The Volkswagen brand produces various models which consists of global
products and regional products, specifically for large markets including Europe, China and
Latin America. Volkswagen AG annual report in reported that the best-selling model under the
Volkswagen brand globally is the Tiguan , followed by the B-segment range of Polo, Virtus,
Vento and Ameo , and Golf. Volkswagen has been one of the leading manufacturer in terms of

hatchback production, which traditionally has been a popular segment in Europe. The Golf
traditionally has been the strongest selling vehicle for the brand in Europe, followed by the
smaller Polo which apart from the European market also has a stronghold in emerging markets.
Sales for the hatchback category has slowed down due to the rise of the SUV segment. In the
mids, the company has decided to an SUV in every class of car that can justify one, which the
brand called the "SUV offensive". In , every fourth vehicle delivered by the Volkswagen brand
today is an SUV, with its top contributor being the Tiguan. The brand plans to have over 30 SUV
models on offer worldwide by , contributing 50 percent of its global sales. Volkswagen is a
market leader in China , which is the largest single automotive market in the world. In , 3.
Sedans are favoured segment in China due to their spacious interiors and trunk space. In , the
brand sold 1. In the compact notchback or sedan segment, the brand is represented by several
China-only models which include the Sagitar , Lamando , Bora , Santana , Lavida , and its
derivatives in other body styles, [] while the mid-size sedan segment is represented by the
Passat and Magotan. The brand has a notable history in Brazil. Of 81 million vehicles produced
over six decades in Brazil, 23 million of it was built by Volkswagen, which was produced by four
passenger car factories in the country. In , Volkswagen accounted for close on 15 percent of the
Brazilian car market. The importance of the Brazilian market gave birth to several models
developed and manufactured by Volkswagen do Brasil , which include the Fox , Gol , Nivus ,
Saveiro , Virtus and Voyage. These models are also typically exported throughout Latin
America. Volkswagen do Brasil produced and sold pure ethanol-powered E only vehicles in
Brazil, and production was discontinued only after they were supplanted by more modern Flex
Fuel technology. Production and sales of pure ethanol vehicles tumbled beginning in owing to
several factors, including a sharp decline in gasoline prices as a result of the s oil glut , and
high sugar prices in the world market, shifting sugarcane ethanol production from fuel to sugar.
By mid, a shortage of ethanol fuel supply in the local market left thousands of vehicles in line at
gas stations or out of fuel in their garages, forcing consumers to abandon ethanol vehicles. The
VW Gol 1. In March of that year, on its fiftieth anniversary, Volkswagen do Brasil launched in the
local market the Gol 1. Volkswagen and Sanyo have teamed up to develop a battery system for
hybrid cars. He has stated "There will definitely be compact hybrid models, such as Polo and
Golf , and without any great delay", with gasoline and diesel power. For example, Golf is the
ideal model to go hybrid as the Golf 1. VW intends all future models to have the hybrid option.
Hackenberg mentioned that the car based on the Up! The rear-engine up! Nothing has been said
about plug-in hybrid options. Volkswagen announced at the Geneva Motor Show the launch of
the Touareg Hybrid , scheduled for In November , Volkswagen announced it has hired
Karl-Thomas Neumann as its group chief officer for electric traction. In order to comply with
increasingly strict carbon dioxide emission limits in major markets, the VW Group expects to
sell about one million all-electric and plug-in hybrid vehicles a year worldwide by The Group
plans to expand its plug-in range with 20 new pure electric and plug-in hybrid cars, including
two cars to compete with Tesla Motors , the Porsche Mission E all-electric car and the Audi
e-tron quattro, which is expected to become the brand's first mass-production electric vehicle.
According to Thomas Ulbrich, VW brand production chief, the carmaker has the capacity to
build as many as 75, battery-electric and plug-in hybrids a year if demand rises. Volkswagen
announced in October that "it will develop a modular architecture for battery-electric cars,
called the MEB. In February , Volkswagen issued a statement that "vertical mobility" could be
the next step after self-driving technology. It announced that the company is exploring the
feasibility of flying vehicles in China. The complaint said the use of the devices violated the U.
Clean Air Act. In , Volkswagen first implemented its seven environmental goals in Technical
Development with themes involving climate protection, resource conservation, and healthcare,
through objectives such as reducing greenhouse emissions and fuel consumption, enabling
alternative fuels, and avoiding hazardous materials. Volkswagen was the first car manufacturer
to apply ISO , during its drafting stage and was re-certified standards in September In ,
Greenpeace began criticizing Volkswagen's opposition to legislation requiring tighter controls
on CO2 emissions and energy efficiency, and launched an advertising campaign parodying
VW's series of Star Wars -based commercials. In , the Volkswagen group admitted to producing
certain engine models with software that those models to reduce CO2 emissions during
approval testing. These levels were significantly reduced from the actual CO2 concentrations
being released once on the road. In , the Volkswagen XL1 became the most fuel-efficient
production car in the world, with a claimed combined fuel consumption of mpg 0. Driving style
has huge impact on this result â€” "normal" driving produces mileage in the mpg range 1.
Model year VW vehicles sold in the US average For comparison among major automakers,
Honda lead at On 18 September , the United States Environmental Protection Agency EPA said
beginning in the automaker improperly installed engine control unit ECU software determined to

be a "defeat device", in violation of the Clean Air Act , to circumvent environmental regulations
of NO x emissions by diesel engine â€” model year Volkswagen and Audi cars. The software
detects when the cars were being subject to emissions testing, and then fully enabled ECU
emission controls to successfully pass. This was followed by a formal announcement of
admission to regulators on 3 September which took place immediately after the EPA threatened
to withhold approval for their cars. Chairman Martin Winterkorn issued an apology and said
Volkswagen would cooperate with investigators. In March , the US Federal Trade Commission
sued Volkswagen for false advertising, because Volkswagen's "clean diesel" vehicles were less
environmentally friendly than advertised. In November , Volkswagen and its labour unions
agreed to reduce the workforce by 30, people until as a result of the costs from the violations.
However, 9, new jobs would come by producing more electric cars. Six Volkswagen executives
were charged. On 9 December , Environment and Climate Change Canada charged Volkswagen
AG with importing nearly , cars into Canada that did not meet its emissions standards, but
reached a plea deal with the agency in a case involving 60 charges stemming from devices
installed to defeat emissions testing. In , activists and former VW employees in Brazil spoke out
in public accusing the company of being silent about the persecution of its workers, which was
during Brazil's military dictatorship from â€” In Volkswagen released commercial that contained
references to colonialism and appeared to show a racial slur. When initially faced with criticism
the company stated that the "origin of the people depicted is irrelevant. In , the Australian
Strategic Policy Institute listed Volkswagen among "companies directly or indirectly benefiting
from the use of Uyghur workers outside Xinjiang through potentially abusive labor transfer
programs. Volkswagen was named the fourth most influential car of the 20th century in the Car
of the Century competition, for its Volkswagen Type 1 'Beetle" model. Volkswagen has
produced four winners of the year-old European Car of the Year award. Volkswagen has already
produced four winners of the recently developed World Car of the Year award. Porsche Type 64
racer based on Beetle platform. Twin-engine racing Beetle developed by Wilson and Emerson
Fittipaldi brothers. Bora in TC , a national championship of Argentina. Bora in Stock Car Brasil.
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there is nonetheless little doubt this art was inspired by Hippie Beetles. Volkswagen Beetle
covered in over 2. Much like their Type 2 counterparts, Beetles were psychedelically painted
and considered an ancestor of art cars WP. By , over 21 million Type 1s had been produced. On
30 July , the last Type 1 rolled off the production line in Puebla , Mexico. It was car number 21,,,
and was immediately shipped off to the company's museum in Wikipedia:Wolfsburg, Germany.
A celebration and a mariachi band serenaded the last car in the year-old history. The Beetle has
made numerous appearances in Hollywood films, most notably The Love Bug comedy series
Disney from to , starring as " Herbie ", a pearl-white, fabric-sunroofed Beetleâ€”racing number
In the plot of the Woody Allen film Sleeper , Allen's character was able to instantly start a Beetle
which lay hidden and unused in a cave for years, leading to the punchline "Wow, they really
built these things, didn't they? In Cars , every bug or insect is represented by a VW Beetle. In
the Wikipedia:United States , Volkswagen enthusiasts frequent large Volkswagen-themed car
shows, especially in the summer months. Many of these shows feature camping, a car show
called a "show 'n' shine", drag racing , parts swap meet, raffles, burnout contests, and other
events. Die-hard and loyal "VW-heads" or "Dubbers" attend these shows regularly, often
traveling miles or more even abroad to attend their favorite event. The air-cooled 4-cylinder
horizontally opposed cylinder a flat four has been used for many other purposes. Air-cooling
was demanding technologically, but desirable to avoid coolant freezing. Two Beetles and a
Citroen rusting in an alley in the landlocked geographical eastern part of the Palestinian
territories known as the West Bank. At the same time, Tatra was forced to stop producing the T
Tatra ceased producing passenger cars in , then resumed again in as a manufacturer of large
luxurious cars and limousines under various Communist governments in
Wikipedia:Czechoslovakia. They vary between themselves, but are very similar in many ways.
The most typical way to customise the exterior is to change the wheels and lower the
suspension of the car. One of the original California Look modifications is to replace or remove
the bumpers and trim, either to give a cleaner look or to reduce the Wikipedia:curb weight ; if
bumpers are removed, pushbars are common. The stock bumpers are usually chromed or
polished, sometimes painted or powder coated. For a 'Resto Cal' look, a roof rack and similar
accessories can be added. There are many other Wikipedia:aftermarket parts that can be added
to the Beetle, including wing mirrors, chrome wipers, stone guards, Wikipedia:mud flaps , and
badges. Rear light and front indicator lenses can also be changed. Currently, there are a wide
array of clubs that are concerned with the Beetle. The fans are quite diverse. Part of their cult
status is attributed to being one of a few cars with an Wikipedia:air-cooled , horizontally
opposed engine design, and the consequent ease of repair and modification, as opposed to the
more conventional and technically complex watercooled engine design. The original flat-four
boxer design had fewer than moving parts. This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't have an
account? This article is currently an undead Frankenstein Monster of reanimated deletions from
the equivalent article on Wikipedia May Dumpster diving is always fun, but you never know what
you're going to get. The one good thing about it is, you can't get this anywhere else In many
ways unrelated, there is nonetheless little doubt this art was inspired by Hippie Beetles. A
Wikipedia article or content on this subject was deleted without discussion WP administrators
can restore the edit history of the page upon request See Volkswagen Beetle for deletion details
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Wiki. FandomShop Newsletter GalaxyQuest. A Wikipedia article or content on this subject was
deleted without discussion WP administrators can restore the edit history of the page upon
request See Volkswagen Beetle for deletion details. Based heavily on the Volkswagen Beetle , it
was prototyped as the Type 62 , but following improvements entered production as the Type
Although Adolf Hitler discussed with Ferdinand Porsche the possibility of military application of
the Volkswagen as early as April , it was not until January that high-ranking Third Reich army
officials formally approached Porsche about designing an inexpensive, light-weight military
transport vehicle, that could be operated reliably both on- and off-road, in even the most

extreme conditions. This implied that the Beetle could provide the basis for such a vehicle.
Porsche began work on the project immediately, having a prototype of the vehicle ready within
the month, but realized during development that it would not be enough to just reinforce the
Beetle's chassis to handle the stresses that military use would place on it. Porsche therefore
sub-contracted Trutz , an experienced military coachbuilder, to help out with the body design.
Developmental testing by the military began after a presentation of the prototypes designated
as Type 62 in November Further development of the Type 62 took place during , including a
more angular body design, and pre-production models were field-tested in the invasion of
Poland , that started in September that year. Porsche responded to both requests by mounting
new axles with gear-reduction hubs , providing the car with more torque and more
ground-clearance all at once. In order to reflect the changes, the vehicle was renamed Type No
major changes took place before production ended in , only small modifications were
implemented, mostly eliminating unnecessary parts and reinforcing some, which had proved
unequal to the task. Prototype versions were assembled with four-wheel-drive Type 86 and
different engines, but none offered a significant increase in performance or capability over the
existing Type 82 and the designs were never implemented. Although similar in looks and
design, almost no parts were interchangeable with the Type Intermeccanica of Canada, has
been producing a Kubelwagen replica since When the German military took delivery of the first
vehicles, they immediately put them to the test on- and off-road in snow and ice to test their
capability at handling European winters. Several four-wheel-drive vehicles were used as
reference points. In November , the U. It was intended for distribution after the 6 June invasion
of Normandy to US military personnel who might encounter ones that had been abandoned,
possibly for lack of fuel or a minor technical problem, and with the help of this manual, might be
put into service as additional vehicles. So thorough was the analysis that it included
information beyond what could be done as field servicing, plus ways of dealing with very low
temperatures. In addition, the air-cooled engine proved highly tolerant of hot and cold climates,
and was less vulnerable to bullets due to the absence of a radiator. For starting under winter
conditions, a specially volatile starting fuel was required, contained in a small auxiliary fuel
tank. As the body was not a load-bearing part of the structure of the vehicle, it could easily be
modified to special purposes. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article includes a list
of general references , but it remains largely unverified because it lacks sufficient
corresponding inline citations. Please help to improve this article by introducing more precise
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Beetle , officially called the Volkswagen Type 1 or informally the Volkswagen Bug , is an
economy car produced by the German auto maker Volkswagen VW from until With over 21
million manufactured in an air-cooled, rear-engined, rear-wheel drive configuration, the Beetle is
the longest-running and most-manufactured car of a single design platform anywhere in the
world. Although designed in the s, the Beetle was only produced in significant numbers from
onwards, when the model was internally designated the Volkswagen Type 1, and marketed
simply as the "Volkswagen". Later models were designated VW , , , or , the former three
indicating engine displacement and the latter two being derived from the type number and not
indicative of engine capacity. In the s, the Beetle was more comfortable and powerful than most
European small cars,[citation needed] having been designed for sustained high speed on the
Autobahn. It remained a top seller in the U. The Beetle had marked a significant trend led by
Volkswagen , Fiat , and Renault whereby the rear-engine, rear-wheel drive layout had increased
from 2. In , Volkswagen's own front-wheel drive Golf model succeeded the Beetle. In ,
Volkswagen unveiled the Concept One, a "retro"-themed concept car with a resemblance to the
original Beetle, and in introduced the "New Beetle", built on the Golf platform with styling
recalling the original Type 1. The Beetle featured a rear-located, rear-wheel drive, air-cooled

four-cylinder, boxer engine in a two-door bodywork featuring a flat front windscreen,
accommodating four passengers and providing luggage storage under the front bonnet and
behind the rear seat â€” and offering a Cx or coefficient of drag of 0. The bodywork attached
with eighteen bolts to its nearly flat chassis which featured a central structural tunnel. Front and
rear suspension featured torsion bars along with front and rear stabilizer bars â€” providing
independent suspensions at all wheels. Certain initial features were subsequently revised,
including mechanical drum brakes, split-window rear windows, mechanical direction-indicators
and the non-synchronized gearbox. Other features, including its distinctive overall shape,
endured. Its engine, transmission, and cylinder heads were constructed of light alloy. An engine
oil cooler located in the engine fan's shroud ensured optimal engine operating temperature and
long engine life, optimized by a thermostat that bypassed the oil cooler when the engine was
cold. Later models of the carburetor featured an automatic choke. Engine intake air passed
through a metallic filter, while heavier particles were captured by an oil bath. After , steering
featured a hydraulic damper that absorbed steering irregularities. Indicative of the car's simple,
no-nonsense design, the interior featured painted metal surfaces, a metal dash consolidating
instruments in a single, circular binnacle, adjustable front seats, a fold-down rear seat, optional
swing-out rear windows, front windows with pivoting vent windows, heating via air-to-air
exchange manifolds operating off the engine's heat, and a windshield washer system that
eschewed the complexity and cost of an additional electric pump and instead received its
pressurization from the car's spare tire located in the front luggage compartment which was
accordingly overinflated to accommodate the washer function. While the overall appearance of
the Beetle changed little over its life span, it received over 78, incremental changes during its
production. In , three prototypes were running. The Type 32 was similar in design to the Type
12, but had a flat-four engine. NSU's exit from car manufacturing resulted in the Type 32 being
abandoned at the prototype stage. The "People's Car" would be available to citizens of the Third
Reich through a savings scheme, or Sparkarte savings booklet , at Reichsmark, about the price
of a small motorcycle an average income being around 32RM a week. In October the first two
Type 60 prototypes, known as the V1 and V2 V for Versuchswagen, or "test car" , were ready. In
, testing of three further V3 prototypes, built in Porsche's Stuttgart shop, began. A batch of
thirty W30 development models, produced for Porsche by Daimler-Benz , underwent 1,, mi 2,,
km of further testing in All cars already had the distinctive round shape and the air-cooled,
rear-mounted engine. Included in this batch was a rollback soft top called the Cabrio Limousine.
A further batch of 44 VW38 pre-production cars produced in introduced split rear windows; both
the split window and the dash were retained on production Type 1s until The car was designed
to be as simple as possible mechanically, so that there was less to go wrong; the aircooled 25
hp 19 kW cc This was due to the built-in oil cooler and the superior performance of the flat-four
engine configuration. The suspension design used compact torsion bars instead of coil or leaf
springs. The Beetle is nearly airtight and will float for a few minutes on water. The Volkswagen
was officially named the KdF-Wagen by Hitler when the project was officially announced in The
model village of Stadt des KdF-Wagens was created near Fallersleben in Lower Saxony in for
the benefit of the workers at the newly built factory. In , Tatra built the V prototype, which had an
air-cooled flat-twin engine engine mounted at the rear. The rear-engine, rear-wheel drive layout
was a challenge for effective air cooling, and during development of the much larger V8 engined
Tatra T77 in Tatra registered numerous patents related to air flow into the rear engine
compartment. The use of Tatra's patented air cooling designs later became one of ten issues for
which Tatra filed suit against VW. Both Hitler and Porsche were influenced by the Tatras. Hitler
was a keen automotive enthusiast, and had ridden in Tatras during political tours of
Czechoslovakia. He had also dined numerous times with Ledwinka. After one of these dinners
Hitler remarked to Porsche, "This is the car for my roads". From onwards, Ledwinka and
Porsche met regularly to discuss their designs, and Porsche admitted "Well, sometimes I
looked over his shoulder and sometimes he looked over mine" while designing the Volkswagen.
The Tatra T97 of had a 1, cc, rear-located, rear-wheel drive, air-cooled four-cylinder boxer
engine. It cost 5, RM and accommodated five passengers in its extensively streamlined
four-door body, which provided luggage storage under the front bonnet and behind the rear
seats. It also featured a similar central structural tunnel found in the Beetle. Just before the start
of the Second World War, Tatra had ten legal claims filed against VW for infringement of
patents. Although Ferdinand Porsche was about to pay a settlement to Tatra, he was stopped by
Hitler who said he would "solve his problem". Tatra launched a lawsuit, but this was stopped
when Germany invaded Czechoslovakia in , resulting in the Tatra factory coming under Nazi
administration in October The T97, along with the T57, were ordered by Hitler to be removed
from the Tatra display at the Berlin Autosalon[23] and Tatra was later directed to concentrate on
heavy trucks and diesel engines, with all car models, except for the V8-engined Tatra T87, being

discontinued. A handful of Beetles were produced specifically for civilians, primarily for the
Nazi elite, in the years to , but production figures were small. Because of gasoline shortages, a
few wartime "Holzbrenner" Beetles were fueled by wood pyrolysis gas producers under the
hood. Much of the essential equipment had already been moved to underground bunkers for
protection, which let production resume quickly after hostilities ended. In occupied Germany,
the Allies followed the Morgenthau plan to remove all German war potential by complete or
partial pastoralization. As part of this, in the Industrial plans for Germany, the rules for which
industry Germany was to be allowed to retain were set out. Mass production of civilian VW cars
did not start until post-war occupation. The Volkswagen factory was handed over by the
Americans to British control in ; it was to be dismantled and shipped to Britain. Thankfully for
Volkswagen, no British car manufacturer was interested in the factory; "the vehicle does not
meet the fundamental technical requirement of a motor-car To build the car commercially would
be a completely uneconomic enterprise. Allied dismantling policy changed in late to mid ,
although heavy industry continued to be dismantled until In March , Herbert Hoover helped
change policy by stating. It cannot be done unless we exterminate or move 25,, people out of it.
The re-opening of the factory is largely accredited to British Army officer Major Ivan Hirst â€”
Hirst was ordered to take control of the heavily bombed factory, which the Americans had
captured. His first task was to remove an unexploded bomb that had fallen through the roof and
lodged itself between some pieces of irreplaceable production equipment; if the bomb had
exploded, the Beetle's fate would have been sealed. Hirst persuaded the British military to order
20, of the cars, and by March the factory was producing 1, cars a month, which Hirst said "was
the limit set by the availability of materials". During this period, the car reverted to its original
name of Volkswagen and the town was renamed Wolfsburg. The first 1, Type 1s were made in
Following the British Army-led restart of production, former Opel manager and formerly a
detractor of the Volkswagen Heinz Nordhoff was appointed director of the Volkswagen factory.
Under Nordhoff, production increased dramatically over the following decade, with the
one-millionth car coming off the assembly line by It has tolerable road-handling and is
economical to maintain. Although a small car, the engine has great elasticity and gave the
feeling of better output than its small nominal size. Henry Ford II once described the car as "a
little box. Ford, isn't worth a damn! More dramatically, in August a much larger full width rear
window replaced the oval one. Towards the end of , the height of the side windows and
windscreen grew slightly, giving the cabin a less pinched look: this coincided with the
introduction of a very slightly curved "panoramic" windscreen, though the curve was barely
noticeable. The same body appeared during , with a 1, cc engine in place of the 1, cc engine: it
was only in the model Super Beetle that the Beetle acquired an obviously curved windscreen.
The flat windscreen remained on the standard Beetle. There were also changes under the
bonnet. In , Volkswagen added 2 mm to the cylinder bore, increasing the displacement from 1,
cc to 1, cc. This increased power from 33 bhp to a claimed 40 bhp and improved the engine's
free revving abilities without compromising torque at lower engine speeds. At the same time,
compression ratios were progressively raised as, little by little, the octane ratings of available
fuel was raised in major markets during the s and s. There were other, less-numerous models,
as well. The Type 18A, a fixed-top cabriolet, was produced by Austro-Tatra as a police and fire
unit; were assembled between January and March Beetle sales boomed in the s, thanks to
clever advertising campaigns, and the Beetle's reputation for reliability and sturdiness. On 17
February , when Beetle No. By , total production was over 16 million, and by 23 June , over 21
million had been produced. In , Volkswagen prototyped a 1. Volkswagen made only 2 air-cooled
boxer diesel engines that were not turbocharged, and installed one engine in a Type 1 and
another in a Type 2. In , Volkswagen Beetles started arriving into Dublin packed in crates in
what was termed "completely knocked down" CKD form ready to be assembled. The vehicles
were assembled in a former tram depot at Shelbourne Road in Ballsbridge. This is now the
premises for Ballsbridge Motors who are still a Volkswagen dealer. The first Volkswagen ever
assembled outside Germany was built here. This vehicle is now on display at the Volkswagen
Museum in Wolfsburg. Jack Gilder had been fascinated by both the design and engineering of
the Beetle when he came across one in Belgium during the war. He applied for the franchise as
soon as the opportunity presented itself and became Volkswagen's representative in the North
of England. During this period, the rear window of the VW Beetle evolved from a divided or
"split" oval, to a singular oval. Steel used for the bodywork was at its best quality, and the
Wolfsburg emblem at the tip of the front of the bonnet was a complex fabrication subsequent
models deleted the emblem. The rear 'W' decklid was hand-fabricated. The front wing had a
particular 'flare out'. The Beetle underwent significant changes for the model. While the car
appeared similar to earlier models, much of the drivetrain was noticeably upgraded. Some of the
changes included a larger-displacement engine for the second year in a row. Horsepower had

been increased to 37 kW 50 hp the previous year, and for it was increased even more, to 40 kW
54 hp. The clutch disc also increased in size, and changes were made to the flywheel, braking
system, and rear axle. New standard equipment included two-speed windscreen wipers,
reversing lights, a driver's armrest on the door, locking buttons on the doors, and a passenger's
side exterior mirror. The model weighed kg 1, lb , which was a typical weight for a European car
at this time. That same year, in accord with the newly enacted U. Federal Motor Vehicle Safety
Standard , the clear glass headlamp covers were deleted; the headlamps were brought forward
to the leading edge of the front fenders, and the sealed-beam units were exposed and
surrounded by chrome bezels. For the model year, Beetles sold outside North America received
the same more upright and forward headlamp placement, but with replaceable-bulb headlamps
compliant with ECE regulations rather than the U. In , alongside continued production of the
"standard" Beetle, a Type 1 variant which featured MacPherson strut front suspension and a
redesigned front end. Officially known and marketed in Europe as the VW from to , and VW from
onwards, but commonly called Super Beetle, the new stretched nose design replaced the dual
parallel torsion bar beams which had compromised trunk space and relocated the spare tire
from a near vertical to a low horizontal position. The redesign resulted in a tighter turning radius
despite a 20 mm 0. As with previous models, air pressure from the spare tire pressurized the
windshield washer canister, in lieu of an electric pump. In , the VW introduced a curved
windscreen, pushed forward and away from the passengers, allowing a redesigned, padded
dashboard to replace the pre vertical dash. A two-speed heater fan, higher rear mudguards, and
larger tail lights were added. For , the previous flat steel bumper mounting brackets were
replaced with tubular "self restoring energy absorbing" attachments, effectively shock
absorbers for the bumpers, on North American market Beetles. These cars also got stronger "5
mph" bumpers that added an inch to the length of the car. The steering knuckle and
consequently the lower attachment point of the strut was redesigned to improve handling and
stability in the event of a tire blowout. This means struts from pre Super Beetles are not
interchangeable with â€”79s. The fuel-injected engine also received a new muffler and the
option of an upstream catalytic converter required on some models e. California , necessitating
a bulge in the rear apron sheet metal directly under the rear bumper, and replacing the
distinctive dual "pea shooter" pipes with a single offset tailpipe â€” making fuel-injected models
identifiable at a glance. Other changes were rack and pinion steering replacing the traditional
worm and roller gearbox on Super Beetles, and a larger license plate lamp housing below the
engine lid. The front turn indicators were moved from the top of the fenders into the bumper
bars on European models. In , the optional "Auto-stick" transmission and the Super Beetle
sedan were discontinued, with VW continuing to market the standard sedan and VW
convertible. VW with an aftermarket rain shield over the engine hatch air vents. It was in when
Wilhelm Karmann bought a VW Beetle sedan and converted it into a four-seated convertible.
After successfully presenting it at VW in Wolfsburg, production started in After a number of
stylistic and technical alterations made to the Karmann cabriolet,[40] corresponding to the
many changes VW made to the Beetle throughout its history , the last of , cabriolets came off
the conveyor belt on 10 January Though extremely successful in the s, the Beetle was faced
with stiff competition from more modern designs. The Japanese had refined rear-wheel-drive,
water-cooled, front-engine small cars to where they sold well in the North American market, and
Americans introduced their own similarly sized rear-wheel-drive Chevrolet Vega , Ford Pinto
and AMC Gremlin in the s. The superminis in Europe adopted even more efficient
transverse-engine front-wheel-drive layouts, and sales began dropping off in the mid s. There
had been several unsuccessful attempts to replace or supplement the Beetle in the VW product
line throughout the s; the Type 3, Type 4, and the NSU-based K70 were all less successful than
the Beetle, though aimed at more upscale markets for which VW lacked credibility. The
over-reliance on the Beetle meant that Volkswagen was in financial crisis by It needed German
government funding to produce the Beetle's replacement. Only when production lines at
Wolfsburg switched to the new watercooled, front-engined, front-wheel drive Golf designed by
Giorgetto Giugiaro in , sold in North America as the "Rabbit" did Volkswagen produce a car as
successful as the Beetle. The Golf would be periodically redesigned over its lifetime â€”
entering its sixth generation in â€” with only a few components carried over between
generations, while the Beetle used only minor refinements of its original design. The Golf did
not kill Beetle production, which continued in smaller numbers at other German factories until
19 January , when mainstream production shifted to Brazil and Mexico, markets where low
operating cost was more important. It is important to note that the Beetle Cabriolet was still
produced for the North American and European markets in Germany until 10 January The last
Beetle was produced in Puebla, Mexico, in July Production in Brazil ended in , then started
again in and continued until The Beetle outlasted most other cars which had copied the rear

air-cooled engine layout such as those by Subaru, Fiat, Renault and General Motors. Porsche's
sport coupes which were originally based on Volkswagen parts and platforms continue to use
the classic rear engine layout which later became water-cooled in the Porsche series, which
remains competitive in the first decade of the 21st century. In the original incarnation of the
Transformers action cartoon series, Autobot Bumblebee transformed into a Beetle. This wiki.
This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't have an account? Start a Wiki. Volkswagen Beetle Screen late
's. Categories :. Universal Conquest Wiki. FandomShop Newsletter GalaxyQuest. The
Volkswagen Beetle was introduced to Mexico in March , [1] [2] [3] [4] inside the exhibition
"Alemania y su Industria" Germany and its Industry. Four different Volkswagen vehicles were
brought to Mexico through Veracruz City for the first time. At that time, the Mexican car market
was mostly characterized by American makes and models with large sizes and large engines,
which made a huge contrast with the new German entrant. An exhibition was held in the Ciudad
Universitaria in Mexico City; during this event, the vehicles were widely admired by the public.
The Volkswagen Beetles displayed there were the model with the "oval window". In response to
doubts regarding the Beetle's long-term reliability, Prince Alfonso de Hohenlohe, descendant of
a friend of Ferdinand Porsche and a car enthusiast resident of Mexico City , decided to enter
seven VW sedans in Carrera Panamericana competition. While none finished in first place, the
VWs all had stock cc engines. Some newspapers reported rumors that the engines were
Porsche instead of Volkswagen. An expert mechanic from Houston , Texas , was asked to
inspect the cars and certified that they had original, unmodified VW engines. This led to the
creation of the company Volkswagen Mexicana, S. Central Volkswagen Distributor , which
opened its doors the following year as Mexico's first Volkswagen dealership. Opening in June,
the plant turned out 10 assembled units per day. On October 23, , the first Volkswagen Beetle
rolled off the assembly line at the Puebla plant. A "VW " badge or insignia appeared on the car's
rear deck lid. On June 12, , Mexico's ,th Beetle was produced. For the model year, three design
changes were made: new bumpers, an engine cover featuring two lateral groups of five louvers
each and vertical headlights with their characteristic chromed molding, similar to the cover on
the German Beetle. The Mexican Beetle retained the small windows seen in German models
from to , as well as the five-bolt wheels, similar to those on Brazilian Beetles at that time. In , the
Volkswagen Beetle received the larger front windows used on German Beetles since , though
the rear window remained the smaller â€”71 size. The larger rear window, introduced on
German Beetles in , did not appear on the Mexican Beetle until Enlarged tail lights, first used on
â€”72 German models except VW , were also added. The fuel filler neck was moved from inside
the trunk to the right front quarter panel, just above the fender. Inside, a matte black padded
dashboard was introduced, resulting in greater comfort and less eye fatigue. The wiper-washer
control was also moved from a button on the dashboard to a lever on the right of the steering
column. Later that year, additional improvements appeared, including a four-spoke black
steering wheel. An Alebrije Mexican artcraft in the shape of a Volkswagen Beetle. The models
brought further modifications. The front fenders were enlarged, new front turn signals identical
to the ones on American spec Beetles were added, and larger round taillights with amber turn
signals were introduced, one year after their appearance on German-made Beetles. The engine
cover remained unchanged, except it no longer had an emblem. Inside, the front seats were
re-designed, and the interior colour was changed from gray to black. Also, the front hood
release lever was relocated inside the glovebox, as on and later German Beetles. In , the engine
cover was again changed to include four groups of vents, with six on the two inner groups and
seven on the two outer groups, as on and later German models except VW In June, the ,th
Mexican Beetle was produced. Beginning that year, chrome hub caps were reserved for
Volkswagen Sedan equipped , unlike the base model which had no hub caps. In , the most
important modification was that the front turn signals were moved to the front bumper, as on
and later European Beetles, though they remained atop the fenders on US- and Canada-spec
cars until its end in With the introduction of the Caribe , some of the colours introduced the new
model were available on the Mexican VW. In addition, vinyl upholstery was discontinued,
leaving clothâ€”vinyl upholstery as the only option. Beginning in the Volkswagen Beetle
introduced air vents on the front trunk cover to bring fresh air to the interior. The air exited
through a couple of rear vents behind the rear side windows. Hub caps disappeared from the
equipment list in all models. With the cancellation of production in Germany , the Mexican
Volkswagen Beetle started exporting to European markets, including West Germany , Austria ,
Belgium , the Netherlands , Italy , Switzerland , and other countries. This exportation model was
different from the Mexican market Beetle. From the model on, the engine cover had no exterior
vents. The different engine cover made it similar to German-produced VW , as well as Mexican
market Beetles sold before These colors were also available on the Caribe and the new
European market Volkswagen Scirocco , as a reminder of the late s models. In , the Volkswagen

the manufacturer's model name from this point forward came equipped with front seats that
integrated headrests as a required safety feature and new cloth upholsteries. The new seats had
the same design as the Volkswagen Type 3 and bus vehicles previously seen in Europe and the
United States in the late 60s. A commemorative limited edition was sold with Silver metallic
paint and the same lower side stripes seen on the Jetta. Around this time, the nickname Vocho
came into popular usage in Mexico. For the model year, the Volkswagen received new front
seats with adjustable headrests, already seen in cars such the Caribe and the Atlantic. A newly
added item was the control light for the brake circuits on the dashboard. This also featured its
wheels painted to match the body color and seats upholstered in tweed Grey and Aubergine. In
was the marque's 30th anniversary in Mexico , for this reason, three commemorative limited
editions were launched. The first one was a Volkswagen painted in Alpine White with the side
lower stripes already seen in the 20 millionth edition, its upholstery was red velour with sides
and door panels in black vinyl. Another limited edition available only in West-Germany was
painted in velvet-red German: Samtrot with stripes and flower-decor on the sides. This model
also sported the same red velour upholstery like the Mexican special edition. The third one, a
yellow painted Volkswagen , with yellow velour upholstery. The sides and door panels were
white; however, elements such as the dashboard, the armrests, the rear ashtray and the interior
rubber mat keep its typical black color. This edition was only available in the European markets
where the Mexican Beetle was sold. At this time model year , the Mexican Volkswagen receives
the larger rear window from and later German Beetles, and the bulged rear apron of the and
later German Beetles. This year, the Volkswagen received a "double diagonal" braking system,
already used in all the Beetle for export to Europe, this system was characterized by connecting
the right front brake, with the rear left brake, and vice versa. However, the metallic colors were
no longer available. In the company introduced a new limited edition model: The Volkswagen
Europa Edition 2. The differences from the edition 1 were: its color was Grey Metallic, its front
seats had normal headrests, though, they were now upholstered in grey tweed cloth with red
and blue thin stripes. Additionally the basket below the dashboard was no longer available, but
the Edition 2 gained tinted windows. Sold by Apple , these cars are lovingly referred to as Apple
Bugs. They were sold in either LHD or RHD layouts and customisation packages making each
car different depending on who purchased it new. TV, Radio and print advertisements were run
with the tag line "If you love the looks of the great classic car but are scared of a restoration
project - then this car is for you. For the model year, and in part because of a government
decree that required the company to cut the retail price and tax reduction, the Mexican Beetle
was relaunched as the Volkswagen Sedan. This new model lost its wheel caps, the body vents it
had sported since , and the fittings were of lower quality. In the model year, by governmental
disposition, the Volkswagen Beetle featured from now on a catalytic converter ; however, it kept
its carburetor , its electrical system with a generator and the old ignition system. These changes
did not affect its power and performance. In the passenger compartment, the dashboard
received new light and emergency light switches, as well as a new two-arm steering wheel.
Those elements came from the design of the Golf. In addition, the Volkswagen Beetle had now a
new alarm system as series equipment. Externally, this model differed due to the rear apron of
its central body, which was now more rounded. The function of this feature was to allow more
space in accommodating the new catalytic converter within the engine compartment. The
exhaust system also had only a single tailpipe, in contrast to the two tailpipes shown in the
previous models. The model was fitted with Brazilian steel wheels, with a slightly different
design than the ones previously seen. These wheels are often, but not always, found in some
vehicles produced between and On June 23 the Volkswagen Beetle reached 21 million units
produced throughout the world. At the Puebla plant, Volkswagen launched a new
commemorative edition. This new limited edition was characterized by its side and rear
anagrams "21 Million", its chrome wheel caps, and tinted windows. For the model year, the '
Digifant ' electronic fuel injection replaced the carburetor, indicated by an emblem on the cover
of the engine reading i. At this time, some of the sedans had the velour upholstery from the
Jetta GL in gray flannel. An electronic ignition system was introduced, and the engine also
received hydraulic lifters and a spin-on oil filter. This version featured a black velour upholstery
and two outside mirrors. To commemorate the occasion four new Limited Editions from the
Vocho were launched:. There were three new colors available: Bright White , Verona Red , and
Black this latter color had been previously available in some limited editions, but this was the
first time in which this color was adopted by regular models. This year, and looking forward to
increase the sales in so adverse economical conditions in Mexico due to the economic crisis in
Mexico in , a new Limited Edition was launched: El Volkswagen Beetle Jeans. This new version,
painted in Jean Blue , had chromed hub caps, tinted windows, side and rear "Jeans" anagrams,
and a blue jean upholstery on its seats. On the first one all the characteristic chrome moldings

were dropped. However, the door handles, side moldings, stirrups moldings and side mirrors,
now had a black matte finish, the window moldings disappear completely. Bumpers and
headlight moldings from now were painted the color of the car. The colors and clothes inside
were unchanged from the model year. The second phase of the model year was characterized
by the complete dropping of all moldings of the Vocho. Now there were two different versions
available:. This Beetle was characterized by having different colors in the different body parts,
as four different colors: Marine Blue, Green, Yellow and Red. This new Volkswagen Beetle was
the last regular version which remained unchanged until This year appeared, in addition to the
anti-theft alarm and with the intention of lowering the high index of thefts and therefore, the
extraordinarily expensive premiums of insurance policies, the Transponder , a device with an
entry located in the dashboard, which allows the ignition and operation of the car. When it was
offline, the car cannot even be started when using the ignition key. With the model there were
new "tattoos" on windows, exterior mirrors and rear lights, in order to prevent the theft of these
parts when the car was parked. These "tattoos" contains the last 8 alphanumeric characters that
comprise the serial number of the car. In the model one of the last limited editions was
introduced, the Volkswagen Beetle Summer. This was characterized by two special colors: A
new shade of yellow, and a new shade of blue original from the European Volkswagen Lupo. Its
chrome wheel caps contrasted with its monochrome scheme. Like other editions, the Beetle
Summer had rear and side Summer anagrams. In March the end of the Vocho production was
announced, due to the gradual and continuous decline in demand for this model, which began
with the introduction of the Chevy Pop Opel Corsa B in Mexico produced by General Motors in
The Chevy Pop replaced the Volkswagen Beetle in its first place on sales in Mexico by offering
modernity at a price just a little higher than the Vocho. This decree prohibited the granting of
permits for public transportation in the form of taxis in Mexico City to two-door cars, restricting
even more the marketing of the Vocho in favor of the Nissan Tsuru third generation Nissan
Sentra , which now became the new favorite of taxi drivers in Mexico, so that sales of the Vocho
fell even further. These sales figures reached over 40, units sold annually in the mids, dropping
to just over 10, in its last year. Taxis were also not permitted to be any older than eight years,
although the Vocho ended up being grandfathered in for an extra two years. This means that
there will be no more Beetle taxis in Mexico City after the end of This Final Edition consisted of
2, units for sale to the general public in Volkswagen dealers across Mexico, while one the last
one to be produced , would be immediately shipped to the Volkswagen Museum in Wolfsburg ,
Germany , testifying a historic age which ended on July 30, , when the last Volkswagen Beetle
the unit number 21', leaves the production line in what was now called "the hall of sorrow",
accompanied by a Mariachi singing the song "Las Golondrinas" A Mexican folk song that
speaks of a farewell. This latter Beetle was headed to the port of Veracruz where a ship would
take it to its final destination. At this time, Volkswagen presented some advertising with a
nostalgic tone. Goodbye Beetle". One of the curious events that occurred was the fact that a
group of owners of dealerships, in Mexico, came together to buy one of these cars, which was
sent to the Vatican City as a present for Pope John Paul II. After the Last Edition Beetle ran out,
the normal and Volkswagen Beetles continued being available in most Volkswagen dealerships
in Mexico , during most of Some chose to "convert" their Vochos into Last-Edition replicas.
Several units of the Last Edition Beetle were exported from Mexico to, mainly, North America
and Europe, where it had become a cult car. Initially, the reason for finding such a club was that
the owners faced difficulties with the registration of the car. A failing OBD was the main reason
for no registration. Through a big lobby by applying pressure on politicians the cars were
registered after some modifications. Also the exchange of knowledge to maintain the type is
one of its tasks. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. For a complete overview of the
Volkswagen Beetle, see Volkswagen Beetle. Limited edition exported to Europe. The last regular
Volkswagen Beetle with chrome moldings. Archived from the original on Retrieved Retrieved 21
February A prueba" The last Vocho. Hidden categories: All articles with unsourced statements
Articles with unsourced statements from December Commons category link is on Wikidata.
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original Golf Mk1 was a front-engined, front-wheel drive replacement for the air-cooled ,
rear-engined, rear-wheel drive Volkswagen Beetle. Historically, the Golf is Volkswagen's
best-selling model and is among the world's top three best-selling models , with more than
thirty million built as of June Initially, most Golfs were 3-door hatchbacks. The cars have filled
many market segments, from being a basic, everyday car, to a high-performance hot hatchback.
The Volkswagen Golf has won many awards throughout its history. In May , [6] Volkswagen
presented the first-generation Golf as a modern front-wheel-drive, long-range replacement for
the Volkswagen Beetle. September saw the introduction of the second-generation Golf Mk2 that

grew slightly in terms of wheelbase, exterior and interior dimensions, while retaining, in a more
rounded form, the Mk1's overall look. Although it was available on the home market and indeed
most other left-hand drive markets by the end of , it was not launched in the UK until March The
Mk2 GTI featured a 1. A Mk2-based second generation Jetta was unveiled in January There was
no Mk2-based cabriolet model; instead, the Mk1 Cabriolet was continued over the Mk2's entire
production run. The third-generation Golf Mk3 made its home-market debut in August and again
grew slightly in comparison with its immediate predecessor, while its wheelbase remained
unchanged. For the first time ever, a Golf estate Golf Variant joined the line-up in September
although most markets did not receive this model until early At the same time, a completely new
Mk3-derived Cabriolet was introduced, replacing the year-old Mk1-based version with one based
on the Mk3 Golf platform from to early The Mk3 Golf Cabrio received a Mk4-style facelift in late
and was continued until The Mk3 continued to be sold until in the United States, Canada and
parts of South America, also in Mexico as a special edition called "Mi" basically a Golf CL
4-door with added air conditioning, special interior, original equipment OEM black-tinted rear
brake lights, and anti-lock brakes ABS , but without a factory-fitted radio. The "i" in "Mi" is
coloured red, which designates that multi-point fuel injection was equipped and the 1. Heated
seats were offered on all trims. There was no Mk4-derived Cabriolet, although the Mk3 Cabriolet
received a facelift in late that consisted of bumpers, grill and headlights similar to those of the
Mark IV models. As with the earlier three versions of the Golf, the UK market receive each
version several months later than the rest of Europe. The hatchback version was launched there
in the spring of and the estate some 12 months later around the same time as the Bora. New
high-performance models included the 3. The two models were VW Canada's entry-level
offerings. They received a significant refresh for the model year, including revised headlamps,
taillamps, front and rear fascias, sound systems, and wheels. Both models were offered only
with the 2. They were the only entry-level offerings with an optional six-speed automatic
transmission. Production of the European variant of the Golf Mk4 ceased at the end of the
model year. Production of the U. In North America, Volkswagen brought back the Rabbit
nameplate when it introduced the vehicle in In Canada, the Golf is still the prevalent nameplate
of the fifth generation though both Rabbit and Golf have both been used historically. The North
American base model is powered by a 2. A GTI version is powered by a turbocharged version of
the 2. Volkswagen also introduced the "Fast" marketing concept for the US market, "dedicated
to the 'fast' that lives inside every driver," with a character animating the concept and
purchasers of the GTI Mk5s receiving a plastic figurine of the Fast. The GTI version is the only
version on sale in Mexico. It is marketed in certain markets, including European markets and
Mexico as Bora. It was followed in by a new Golf Variant. The front ends of the car are the same,
with the only difference being that the GLI is a sedan, while the GTI is a hatchback. Later models
of the Mk5 introduced the 1. In a comparison test conducted by Car and Driver Magazine, the
Rabbit won vs eight small cars. It was praised for its driving position, instruments, and engine;
and was criticized for road noise, seating, and poor fuel economy. The Rabbit also placed first
in their final comparison in December The design is said to be more aerodynamic, helping fuel
efficiency, and is quieter than its predecessor. Following criticism of the downgraded interior
trim quality of the Mk5 Golf in comparison to the Mk4, Volkswagen opted to overhaul the interior
to match the quality with the Mk4 Golf, while maintaining the same user friendliness from the
Mk5. The car is also cheaper to build than its predecessor; Volkswagen claims it consequently
will be able to pass these savings on to the customer. The Mk6 Jetta was released in Mexico in
mid, and by late it was available in all markets. New on the Golf is the optional Volkswagen
Adaptive Chassis Control not available in the North American market , which allows the driver
to select between 'normal', 'comfort' and 'sports' modes, which will vary the suspension,
steering and accelerator behavior accordingly. In North America, the Mk5 version was originally
sold as the Rabbit from to In , Volkswagen brought back the Golf nameplate with the mid-cycle
refresh. All three engines can be paired with a DSG dual-clutch 6-speed automatic or 6-speed
manual transmission in either a 3- or 5-door configuration. The use of a modular transverse
matrix assembly kit enables the manufacturing of Golf models with gasoline, diesel, natural gas,
electric and hybrid drives from bumper to bumper at Volkswagen factories. In November ,
Volkswagen revealed a facelifted version Golf 7. With those models, comes a new economical
engine: 1. In terms of interior technology, the Golf now features a The most powerful Golf in the
range is the Golf R. In 3rd-party testing, it has been recorded at 4. The Rabbit Edition featured a
LED lighting package, "Vmax" spoiler, inch "Pretoria" alloy wheels painted in gloss black, no
sunroof, and clark plaid seats with red tags embroidered with the VW Rabbit logo. It rides on an
updated version of the MQB platform, with engine options consisting of compact petrol, diesel
and hybrid powertrains. At launch, the five-door hatchback was the only model available, with
the three-door hatchback having been discontinued due to poor sales. The Golf VIII's interior

receives a major overhaul with an entirely digital driver's display and digital control panel. All
Mk8's have advanced safety features available such as travel assist, Car2X and an oncoming
vehicle while braking function, the latter two of which are the first to be used on a production
Volkswagen model. The first of these was in the s, when VW took a standard Golf Mk1 and
converted it to electric power. By the time the Golf Mk2 came into production a limited number
of electric Golfs were made, using leadâ€”acid battery packs and a custom-made motor and
controller [ citation needed ]. VW continued with the production of limited numbers of
CityStromer electric cars with the introduction of the Golf Mk3. These vehicles are still used
today and have popularity in mainland Europe with only a few present in Great Britain. Only two
right-hand drive Mk2 CityStromers were built for the UK market and it is believed only one
remains today. These 10 vehicles have been in use since early Both battery systems offer high
power and energy density. The gasoline engine is used to support the electric heating system
when outdoor temperatures are low. Using guidelines for determining the fuel consumption of
plug-in hybrids, VW estimates a fuel consumption of 2. When the battery is fully charged, the
Golf Variant twinDRIVE is designed to maximize the share of pure electrical energy used for
driving, and only when longer distances are driven does the share of supplemental gasoline fuel
increase. The production version was expected to be based on Mk6 Golf featuring a 1. A total of
20 e-Golfs were allocated to the U. The Golf blue-emotion concept has a The vehicle's PRNDL
stick has an additional 'B' mode as found on some other electric vehicles to set the regenerative
braking effort to the maximum for sustained downhill travelling. For the model year, the e-Golf
received an update, which included improved range, better fuel economy, and more power than
the outgoing model. With a new In Norway , the e-Golf became available for pre-order on 25
February for delivery in June Over 1, cars were ordered that same day. In two months and a half
a total of Volkswagen e-Golf cars have been sold in Norway, surpassing initial Tesla Model S
sales which delivered units during its first two months in the Norwegian market. The e-Golf did
not have a liquid-cooled battery pack because strict testing showed high ambient temperatures
did not affect battery performance. Sales in Europe totaled 11, units in Production of the e-Golf
ended in December The GTE is powered by a 1. The all-electric mode can be activated at the
push of a button. Under the New European Driving Cycle , combined fuel economy is 1. The
vehicle can be recharged from a Type 2 charging point in approximately 2 hours, or from a
standard V wall outlet in approximately 4 hours. The GTE release to retail customers was
scheduled for the fourth quarter of Volkswagen Motorsport , the motorsport division of the
brand, built the Golf TCR touring car in for use in various international and national
competitions which use TCR regulations. Volkswagen Golfs are among the models included in
the September Volkswagen emissions scandal in which Volkswagen manufactured and installed
in their diesel vehicles a software program that manipulated the cars' vehicle emissions control
during testing, thereby violating numerous countries' regulations. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. Small family car manufactured by Volkswagen. Motor vehicle. Main article:
Volkswagen Golf Mk1. Main article: Volkswagen Golf Mk2. Main article: Volkswagen Golf Mk3.
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